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Tridium is the global market leader in the supply of software for open automation, monitoring
and integration applications in buildings. Tridium develops and markets a universal software
framework targeted at solving the challenges associated with managing smart devices in
buildings using the power of the Internet
Bluewater shopping centre.

Buildings today are equipped with a
diverse range of electronics to control
HVAC, energy management, lighting,
security and other systems.
Effective integration and interoperability
between these systems is critical to
improve building performance, to reduce
costs, fuel consumption and carbon
emissions and to achieve the security
and comfort levels demanded in modern,
dynamic business environments.
The challenge is communication. These
diverse systems use many different
protocols to connect and talk with each
other and with the building enterprise,
but offer invaluable information and
intelligence if they can be accessed.
The answer is Tridium’s Niagara
Framework.

Tridium’s core technology, the NiagaraAX
Framework™ provides a software
infrastructure that not only provides
conventional DDC but also integrates
multiple systems and devices - regardless
of manufacturer or communication
protocol - into a unified platform that can
be easily managed in real time using a
standard web browser.
This breakthrough concept has
transformed the operation of many
thousands of buildings across the globe,
and is increasingly providing the vital
middleware to deliver smart services in
integration to enterprise applications.
Building operators benefit from lower
maintenance overheads, reduced
energy costs, and improved occupant
satisfaction as their environment works
for them in a smarter way.

Unlock the potential in your estate
with Tridium’s NiagaraAX Framework.
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Built on the Niagara Framework, the Vykon HVAC application simplifies and
automates control system engineering to improve quality and reduce costs
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A dedicated framework approach for the smallest
wired or wireless microprocessor based system components
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NiagaraAX is a fully scalable solution
whatever the size and shape of your
building portfolio.Today more than
150,000 Niagara-based products
are deployed and operating in over
30,000 installations worldwide. These
extend from many hotels, hospitals,
offices, shops, and schools as well as
thousands of houses and apartments
to huge infrastructure projects such as
Singapore’s Changi Airport and Dubai
Airport’s New Terminal 3.

Tridium’s EMEA training, technical support and service capabilities

Dubai Airport’s New Terminal 3.
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Introducing the Niagara Framework

Niagara for developers

NiagaraAX is a software framework and development environment that solves
the challenges associated with Internet-enabled products, device-to-enterprise
applications and IP connected building automation systems

Tridium has created a rich ecosystem of
partners who develop software which builds
on and enhances the NiagaraAX Framework

Remote communications
• TCP/IP, broadband, and GPRS
• Web services support with XML and oBIX

This growing community of companies and developers is
willing to undertake contract development work and sell
applications and drivers based on NiagaraAX. They help to
accelerate the rate of innovation and progress in the wider
use and application of the framework.

* oBIX = Open Building Information eXchange
- open standard XML protocol

Cross platform

Conceived from the outset as an open standards based
framework, NiagaraAX offers a powerful and highly flexible
solution for real-time control and monitoring applications,
supporting remote management via the internet and
seamless linking to enterprise applications.

OEMs can customise Niagara to create their own version with
additional drivers & other components, wizards to simplify
configuration, and custom engineering tools.

• NiagaraAX is coded entirely in Java, so can be
deployed on Windows and Linux based
servers and on small solid state embedded
controllers called JACEs*
* Java Application Control Engine (JACE)

Open APIs

AX strategy

Unified engineering tool
It normalises the data and behaviour of a wide
range of devices, irrespective of the manufacturer or
communication protocol, to enable the implementation
of seamless, Internet-connected, web-based systems.

NiagaraAX core features
The central concept of NiagaraAX is its unique,
component model that transforms the data from
many different external systems into uniform
software components which are used to manage
and control the devices in a consistent way.
Beyond this, NiagaraAX has the power to unify
the entire development environment used to
build applications.
•
•
•
•
•
•

• Configure control strategies, create web page
graphics and manage network devices all in
the same graphical “drag and drop” on-screen
environment
• Embedded engineering tool allows
configuration through a web browser without
special software

Multiple protocol support

• Tridium releases APIs (Application Program
Interface) for all aspects of the Framework to
development partners
• Java developers can replace or add to core
features of the Framework
• Drivers and extra applications can be
easily created
• New types of user interface can be created

Developer Programme
Developer partners have access to dedicated
training courses in the UK and USA plus support
from Tridium’s main development team.

AX rich display features

• NiagaraAX supports all the open standard
network protocols used in buildings today,
including:

Extensible object model
Powerful search features
Graphical configuration interface
Smart database for historical data management
Modular scableable architecture
Open standard support

Plus drivers are available for many proprietary
protocols.

AX web page creation
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Niagara in Building Automation

System products

Tridium’s range of system products lets systems installers create cost-effective controls solutions for
managing all aspects of buildings’ environmental systems. The ability of NiagaraAX to integrate with
other manufacturers’ products maximises choice and flexibility for the building owner

M2M JACE

Niagara based systems are so flexible they can be used for HVAC
and lighting control, electrical power distribution management,
utility metering and billing, alarm management, and monitoring of
all sorts of equipment in buildings. In addition they can integrate
with other systems such as fire detection, access control and
CCTV (see pages 12-13 for more on this).

JACE 2 / JACE 6

Specifically designed for remote monitoring and
control applications in smaller installations, the
M2M JACE is ideal for retrofit to existing sites.
•
•
•
•
•

Wall-mounting enclosure with cable management
GPRS comms option
Perfect for remote metering tasks
Built-in I/O (16 points); more optional
RS232 and RS485 ports are standard with
LON port optional
• 230V PSU

AX Supervisor
This flexible network server is designed for
applications where multiple NiagaraAX-based
JACE controllers will be networked together
or to provide a central monitoring station in
multi-site projects.
Vykon terminal unit controllers
• Convenient place for web–serving graphics
for visualisation
• Archive logs/histories
• Manage alarms
• Back-up JACE configurations
• Link to databases eg SQL, Oracle, DB2

These devices provide effective control of 2 and
4-pipe fan coil units or other zone equipment in
air-conditioning systems.
•
•
•
•

LON FTT-10 or Bacnet MSTP network versions
0-10V, thermal and Raise/Lower valve control
Fan speed control
Simple connection of room sensors with display
or user override options
• Easy
y integration
g
with lighting
g g and blind control

This compact, embedded controller/server
platform, features modular plug-in I/O options
helping to save on panel space and make
installation quicker, and more cost-effective.
• Compact DIN rail mounting
• Connects to IP
• RS232 and RS485 ports are standard with
LON port optional
• Option cards for extra comms ports
• Internal GPRS
modem option
• Direct connect
IO modules

Third party system drivers
Vykon HVAC IO modules
These modules are designed for use as local I/O within motor control
ol
cabinets or as remote I/O connected controllers via RS485 Modbus..
•
•
•
•
•
•
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DIN rail mounted and pluggable together
Modbus network connection for distributed use
Various types enables cost-effective use in different applications
Inputs accept pulse output meters
Some modules include power relays to reduce installation costs
Feature Hand/Off/Auto plus LEDs to reduce commissioning time

NiagaraAX can integrate a wide variety of third party HVAC
system types and items with their own on-board controls
via software drivers, which avoid the need for external
gateways. These can include air handling units, lighting,
standby generators, chillers, UPS, fire systems and other
building equipment.
• Support for all widely used open standard
network protocols
• Easy to use Flex driver for simple command
and response protocols enables rapid
driver development
• Wide range of legacy drivers available

Serial or IP connected drivers
Metering

Fire Panel

Packaged Plant

Lighting System

UPS
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Smart Services

Niagara as Middleware

Using Niagara Framework as Middleware
for Integration and Enterprise Applications

Niagara monitoring centre.

NiagaraAX Framework is an important component in delivering
intelligent buildings and connecting them to Smart Services.

Service can be based on need prompted by actual plant
conditions, not just scheduled on a calendar.

Smart services, often referred to as Machine to Machine or
M2M, allow buildings to be run more efficiently, using less
energy and reducing service costs whilst lowering downtime,
because site problems can be identified and fixed more quickly.

Engineers can diagnose the type of problem before arriving on
site and ensure that the people with the right skills and the right
equipment are there on the first visit. Service can be initiated
because of degrading performance and efficiency, not just as
an emergency response to faults and breakdown.

To deliver Smart Services, systems within the building must
be connected to the various enterprise applications so that we
know when to act and provide us with more information about
what to do.

Changi airport.

As middleware, the NiagaraAX framework
provides three distinct functions whether
on a large single site, a campus or for large
multi-site estates:

Integration
Niagara integrates different systems in the
building and allowed the establishment of
a set of automatic rules which allow these
multiple systems to interact. The result is a
building that is more flexible, efficient and
adaptive. For example, access control can
connect to the lighting system so that the
appropriate areas are lighted when a person
enters the building.

Presentation
Information for all the different systems
can be displayed on a single user interface
using a browser. This can often reduce the
number of workstations and people needed
to run the buildings.

Service Orientated Architecture

Infrastructure for Multisite Smart Buildings

Enterprise
Applications

Multiple sites

Niagara
Middleware
HVAC

Presentation

Presentation
Web Server
Portal

Service and
Maintenance

Control

Integration

Utility Billing

Message Broker
Policies

Integration
Plant
Optimisation

Energy
Logging
Connectivity

HVAC
Lighting
Fire

Energy Analysis

Web
Services
oBiX

Monitoring and
Compliance
Demand Response

Web
Services
oBiX

Services
Orientated
Infrastructure

CCTV
Multi Protocol Normalisation

Access

Niagara Middleware for
Smart Buildings
And Smart Services

Alarms and Events

Lighting
Fire

Building Services

Access Control

Allows information to be exchanged with the
various Enterprise Application packages
to enable effective and efficient service and
management of the buildings. This connectivity
is usually achieved via a Web Services link
using the oBiX Open Protocol. These Enterprise
Applications cover many different facets of the
building’s operation including energy efficiency,
asset management and maintenance, tenant
billing and measurement and the verification
of carbon footprint.

Electrical
UPS
Signage
Elevators
Energy
Utilities
+++

KEY:
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Vykon HVAC

Automated Controls Engineering
Vykon HVAC provides a dramatically simplified approach to creating heating, ventilating and
air-conditioning control applications within a standard Tridium JACE controller. Powered by the
industry-leading NiagaraAX Framework, it speeds up control system engineering whilst ensuring
consistency and accuracy of set-up

Application Library
Vykon HVAC
Station Builder Wizard

Power and flexibility

Browser Configuration
- input project specific
plant information

The Vykon HVAC offers the simplicity of standard
applications yet retains the flexibility of custom
solutions. This ensures it is the system of choice
for an wide range of locations.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Commercial offices
Factories and warehouses
Residential developments
Public buildings
Schools, colleges and universities
Hospitals
Shopping malls
Hotels

Description of Operation
for the O&M manual

I/O module
configuration

Scope of applications

• General control strategies for time control,
low temperature plant protection, optimum
start, night purge, fan and pump overrun,
exercise and auto-changeover, compensated,
PID, sequence and Delta T control, fire system
interlock and trace heating

Wiring Schedules
for panel installation

• Main heating and cooling plant and primary
secondary distribution systems, covering
boiler, water chiller, pump and valve operation,
constant and variable temperature / volume
systems, radiators, radiant panels, direct and
indirect domestic hot water systems
• Air handling plant covering cooling / heating
coils, damper control, filtration, humidification,
supply / extract fans, fire / smoke control and
control strategies for air handling systems

Alarms & Histories
automatically set up

Project specific control strategies

Graphics in Web Server
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Integration and display of
Security and CCTV systems

Niagara for Security

Integrating security within building automation systems brings
added functionality and efficiencies to building operation

Access control
Security integration allowed building managers to share
and operate systems from one common user interface and
to achieve effective system interoperability. For example;
security events from access control and CCTV systems can
be linked to lighting and HVAC systems to ensure more
energy efficient day-to-day building operation, and greater
safety in the event of an emergency.

Tridium’s offers two solutions, both of which can deliver
simpler and less expensive integration between different
manufacturers’ systems.
Tridium offer a variety of effective, low-cost drivers which
integrate access control and video surveillance systems.

Whereas in building automation systems there has been a
strong trend towards use of open standard networks, there
are no established open standard protocols for security
system operation. The result has been that integration is
complex, expensive and time-consuming, or limited to one
manufacturer providing all systems.

For access control the OPC alarm and event driver
enables integration with various manufacturer’s
systems eg Cardax, while the oBIX driver supports
other systems eg Honeywell Prowatch. Beyond that
Tridium develops manufacturer specific drivers as
required commercially.

Drivers
•
•
•
•

OPC alarm and event driver
oBIX driver
SQL and other database drivers
Manufacturer specific drivers

Security Architecture
Common user interface
browser access for
all systems

Access events and camera
detected movement can trigger
CCTV recording and enable other
building services in response

Vykon Security
Enterprise Server
administration and
access database
synchronisation

Web browser
administration

Identity records for access
control are managed from a
single Enterprise application via
web services interface

IP Cameras

CCTV
IP network infrastructure
DVR

CCTV

Energy &
Power
Metering

Fire Alarm
System

BMS

Lighting
Control

The NiagaraAX video driver already supports the
full range of Dedicated Micros NetVu DVR’s, Axis IP
cameras, as well as Honeywell and Milestone’s
DVM systems. More drivers are in development and
will be available to support a wide diversity of security
manufacturers’ equipment.

UPS
Monitoring
Cameras
Door
Controllers
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Access
Control

For CCTV integration Tridium has the NiagaraAX
video driver which provides core functionality
common to all systems and can be customised
for each manufacturers’ products.

Vykon Security
Vykon Security™ is an open, web-based security
management solution which allows you to manage
and monitor your facility anytime, anywhere.
Built on the NiagaraAX Framework, Vykon Security is a
full access control system which also integrates with
any building automation system, enabling you to control
lighting, HVAC equipment, and other building systems
in response to access events and alarm conditions.
The heart of Vykon Security is the advanced Security
Appliance, an IP-based controller which eliminates the
need for on-site PCs or thick client software. Vykon
Security enables authorised security administrators
to manage credentials, access rights, access control,
intrusion detection and alarm monitoring via a web
browser interface from anywhere.

Key features
• Web-based – easily managed via a web browser
anytime, anywhere
• Open architecture, flexible platform solution
• Integrated management of access control,
alarm monitoring, intrusion detection and
credential database
• Seamlessly integrates to HVAC, Lighting, and
Energy Management Applications via BACnet,
LonWorks, Modbus, and oBIX
• IT connectivity via oBIX, SNMP and HTTP
• No thick client software required
• Web User Interface serves rich presentations and
live data to a browser
• Pre-defined custom reports on screen or exported
• Custom graphic floor plans and equipment displays
• Intuitive guided setup wizard
• User-definable Wiegand card formats
• Lift control
• Intrusion detection
• Access zone (advanced occupancy restrictions)
• CCTV and DVR integration options
13 |

Sedona Framework
The Sedona Framework brings the capabilities of a framework to small
smart devices such as sensors, actuators and unitary controllers.

Like the NiagaraAX Framework, the Sedona Framework is
built using a programmable component-based architecture.
It features the same WorkPlace engineering tools as Niagara
to ensure a single, seamless engineering path for the whole
system of NiagaraAX and Sedona framework devices.
Sedona Framework is equivalent to a micro-Niagara,
designed to run on the latest generation of small, low cost,
single chip microcontrollers.
Tridium provides the Sedona Framework as Open Source
for developers. This allows them to port to their chosen
processor platform - Sedona Framework is independent
of processor or operating system for maximum versatility
- as well as to embed the framework in a single chip
microcontroller on a Jennic platform.

The Jennic Sedona Framework platform supports the IEE
802.15.4 wireless radio standard and the 6LoWPAN wireless
mesh standard as well as a serial port with MSTP support.
This allows the Jennic platform to support both wired and
wireless mesh in the same device.
With 4 Analogue in and 2 Analogue out plus a UART for
further IO or comms ports, the Jennic Sedona microcontroller
is a fast and economic way to develop smart devices.

Main features
•
•
•
•
•
•

Processor and operating system independent
Reuseable component library
Program from Niagara Workbench Tool
Available on Jennic Microcontroller
Supports both wired and wireless on one chip set
Wireless IPv6loWPAN Mesh standard

Sedona design and
engineering processes
Developer

Tridium is providing development system packages for the
Jennic Sedona framework solution with the IPv6loWPAN
wireless mesh solution.

Java
Tools

JACE

Internet

Jennic Option Card
2.4GHz
Radio

RAM
8k..96kB

ROM
192kB

SPI

6LoWPAN

PAN

MSTP
0-QPSK
Modem

32-bit RISC
CPU

48byte RISC
EFuse

NiagaraAX
Workbench

javac

Remote
Sedona
Client

Jennic Architecture

Integrator

Sedona
Modules

sedonac

Sedona
Apps

sedonac

C++
Code

Sedonax
Apps

802.15.4
gcc, etc

2-wire serial

Sox

Native
Code

Timers

IEEE802.15.4
MAC

Sox

Sox
UART

MSTP
XTAL

12-bit ADC,
Comparators

128-bit AES
Encryption

Power Management

MSTP

802.15.4

MSTP

802.15.4

6LoWPAN

6LoWPAN

Sedona

Sedona

Jennic

Jennic

802.15.4

802.15.4

802.15.4

6LoWPAN

6LoWPAN

Sedona

Sedona

Jennic

Jennic

3rd Party
BACnet MSTP

11-bit ADC,
temp sensor

Commissioning Network:
Internet, 802.15.4, BACnet-MSTP

Sedona Devices:
QNX/86, QNX/PPC, Jennic

IO, Fieldbus

ZigBee Pro

Jennic Mi
Microcontroller
t
(Actual size)
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European training centre.

Support

Training

The NiagaraAX Framework is built on a
modular, robust and reliable code base
to maximise ease of use and minimise
any problems.

Tridium offers comprehensive training
for system installers and developers as
part of the global Tridium Certification
Programme; involving a combination
of theory and practical workshop-style
activities.

In the event of any questions, Tridium
EMEA partners can call on the expertise
of our highly qualified technical support
team. Based at our Coolham Head Office
in the UK and in the USA, these experts
ensure timely resolution of specific
queries on the NiagaraAX Framework.
Support is available via telephone or
email for help with applications and
device integration. Site issues can also
be successfully handled in real-time
through remote access where the Niagara
Framework is deployed on live projects.
The Niagara Central web portal (www.
niagara-central.com) provides a
comprehensive source of information
and answers for our partners on all topics
related to Niagara. The site features
a searchable knowledge base for
integrators and developers, and an active
forum with many threads, allowing you to
communicate and share issues with the
wider Niagara Community.
The main Tridium web site also provides
plenty of information about Tridium’s
technology and worldwide deployment.

We offer a detailed introduction to the
NiagaraAX Framework for engineers,
exploring the capabilities of the
Framework and it’s application in building
automation systems on a one week
course that includes:
• workbench engineering
• drivers & various communication protocols
• LON network management
• creating control strategies
• drawing web serving graphics
• creating & managing Niagara stations
For developers we provide education in
how to use the JAVA API’s to harness
the power of Niagara to build your own
applications based on the Framework.
All training takes place at our fully
equipped, modern facility in Coolham,
West Sussex, UK, or we can run
training courses at your premises.
Please contact us for course
availability and further information.

www.tridium.com
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